Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487-7020
Fax (508) 487-7040

PUBLIC MEETING
NOTE: THIS IS A REMOTE PARTICIPATION MEETING
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting
Law, G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s March 23, 2020 Order imposing strict limitation on the number
of people that may gather in one place, and Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, this meeting of the Provincetown
Board of Health will be conducted via remote participation to the greatest extent possible. Specific
information and the general guidelines for remote participation by members of the public and/or parties
with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting can be found on the Provincetown website, at
https://www.provincetown-ma.gov/. For this meeting, members of the public who wish to watch/listen and
participate in the meeting may do so in the following manner:
1. Watch on The Community Channel 99 and PTV GOV Channel 18, as well as an online livestream
of PTV GOV at http://www.provincetowntv.org/watch.html
2. To participate in this meeting, dial (833) 579-7589. When prompted, enter the following
conference number: 833 285 200#. Please do not speak until the chair or the meeting moderator
asks for public comments or questions. If possible, please mute your phone until you are called
upon to speak.
No in-person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made to
ensure that the public can adequately access the proceedings in real time, via technological means. In the
event that we are unable to do so, despite best efforts, we will post on the Provincetown website an audio
or video recording or other comprehensive record of proceedings as soon as possible after the meeting.

The Provincetown Board of Health will hold a public meeting on
Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 4 p.m.

AGENDA
I. Public Comments
II. New Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
a. Election of Officers
b. 25 Cottage Street, Local Upgrade Approval septic upgrade plans, presented
by Matt Farrell, J.M. O'Reilly and Associates
c. Update on COVID-19 efforts
III. Old Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
IV. Any other business that shall properly come before the Board (Votes may be taken)
V. Approval of Minutes (Votes may be taken)
VI. Health Department Report (Votes may be taken)
VII. Board Members’ Statements (Votes may be taken)
Posted by the Assistant Town Clerk www.provincetown-ma.gov, 07/08/2020 8:20 am AR
Revised 07/10/2020, 8:35 am AR

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
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AGENDA ACTION REQUEST
Board of Health Meeting Date:

July 16, 2020

Project Location: 25 Cottage Street
Applicant Name: SELLERS MARK ET UX, NAJJIA MAHMOUD
Representative: Matthew Farrell, J.M. O’Reilly & Associates
Date Requested: 6/18/2020
Map & Parcel: 6‐4‐53‐0
Title 5 Local Upgrade Approval Request:
Board of Health Variance Request:
Administrative Consent Order Request:
Other:

Yes
Yes
Yes

X

No
No X
No X

HEALTH AGENT’S REPORT: Reviewing Health Agent, Hillary Greenberg Lemos
I have reviewed the septic plan for 25 Cottage Street, new construction for a one bedroom
dwelling, proposing two variances. I would be really hesitant to grant variances for new
construction and recommend the engineer take another look, try to design the system without
variances.
Notes from the Building Commissioner:
The structures at 25 Cottage [shown on plans as ‘existing’] were removed in
early May 2019. A foundation permit was issued on May 21, 2019. During
excavation for the foundation, the excavation was executed lower than it was
supposed to be and damage to the neighboring retaining was occurred. The
foundation footing was subsequently removed and activities covered under the
permit ceased.
The permit was deemed abandoned for lack of activity for greater than 180 days.
There exists no building permit for this property at this time. A new application
will need to be submitted, reviewed and approved prior to any construction.
HEATLH AGENT’S REPORT: Reviewing Health Agent, Lezli Rowell
This property was granted a local upgrade approval in 2017 that limited design flow to one
bedroom to ensure the property does not grow in the future. Title 5 requires a standard 3
bedroom flow; however, the property is and always has been one bedroom.
1

The 2017 plans approved by the Board did not request variance to 15.211: Minimum Setback
Distances (10’ separation between SAS and slab met). The current proposal includes an area of
full foundation (20’ separation between SAS and full foundation required; only 10’ met), with
40 mil HDPE liner as break‐out protection. There is no change to the septic system design, only
the creation of a new variance.
Title 5 limits variances/Local Upgrade Approvals for new construction except under ‘manifestly
unjust’ standards, 310 CMR 15.410: Variances ‐ Standard of Review [emphasis added]:
Variances shall be granted only when, in the opinion of the Approving Authority:
(2) With regard to variances for new construction, enforcement of the provision
from which a variance is sought must be shown to deprive the applicant of
substantially all beneficial use of the subject property in order to be manifestly
unjust.
I recommend the Board, make findings of facts responsive to the ‘manifestly unjust’
requirement to support granting LUA with new construction, such as the following suggestion,
or move to deny the request requiring compliant plans, or any action of your choosing:
Motion: The Board of Health finds the proposed system necessary for the applicant’s
beneficial use of the subject property, so denial of a Local Upgrade Approval request for
foundation setback would be manifestly unjust.
Motion: The Board of Health does not find it would be manifestly unjust to deny the 6/18/20
revised plans for 25 Cottage Street and require installation of the approved plans dated
5/26/17, where compliance with the minimum setbacks are met and beneficial use can be
derived from the subject property.
BOARD OF HEALTH ACTION:
Moved:
Seconded:
Vote:
Other notes: Included in the packet, please find the 9/11/17 deed restriction limiting this
property to one bedroom as the result of 6/1/17 Board of Health approval. The 2017 floor plans
vary from the 2020 version with proposed full basement area, creating the new Local Upgrade
Approval request. Two full bathrooms are shown on level 2 with a half‐bath on level 1.
The County reviewer of the original plan requested removal of the upstairs partitions between
the “study” and “sitting room” as the 2nd full bath raises the concern of use as an additional
bedroom.
With the adoption of Board of Health regulation 625. NUMBER OF BATHROOMS: As of
September 1, 2019, residential properties shall be allowed up to one bathing facility (shower or
2

bath) per legal bedroom and one toilet per legal bedroom plus one additional toilet for the
whole property, the floor plan will need to be modified for Health Department approval of a
Building Permit.
The Board may choose to make one of the following motions, or a motion of their own
choosing:
Motion: Move to grant the requested Local Upgrade Approval to 25 Cottage Street and plans
as presented.
Motion: Move to grant the requested Local Upgrade Approval to 25 Cottage Street, subject to
submitting revised floor plans with the Disposal System Construction Permit application
limited to one full and one half bathroom.
Motion: Move to require installation of the approved plans dated 5/26/17, where compliance
with the minimum setbacks are met, subject to submitting revised floor plans with the
Disposal System Construction Permit application limited to one full and one half bathroom.

BOARD OF HEALTH ACTION:
Moved:
Seconded:
Vote:
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Town of Provincetown
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Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487-7020
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AGENDA ACTION REQUEST
Board of Health Meeting Date:

June 1, 2017

Project Location: 25 Cottage Street
Applicant Name: Matthew Farrell
Applicant: Matthew Farrell
Date Requested:
Title 5 Variance Request:
Board of Health Variance Request:
Administrative Consent Order Request:
Other:

Map & Parcel:
Yes
Yes
Yes

X

No
No
No

HEALTH AGENTS REPORT:
Reviewing Health Agent: George Heufelder, MS, RS, Director, Massachusetts Alternative Septic
System Test Center
I have reviewed the plan (Revision date 5/26/17) for 25 Cottage Street in Provincetown and submit
the following:
The Plan shows a constrained lot with a one bedroom design flow serving a purported one bedroom
structure. Only one variance is requested.
The Board of Health could consider granting the variance to construct a septic system for one
bedroom with the following findings:
Finding that:
• This parcel is extremely constrained in available space to place a septic system to serve the
facility (home);
• That the applicant is able to place a one bedroom system that complies with all other
requirements of 310 CMR 15.000 (Title 5);
• No adjacent properties are aggrieved by the variance requested, and;
• The design plans for the house show a one bedroom residence to the satisfaction of the
Board of Health

The Board of Health grants the variance to construct the system provided that prior to the issuance
of a Disposal Works Permit the applicant provide evidence that there is a restriction registered with
the deed at the Barnstable County Registry of Deeds indicating that this is a one-bedroom residence.
The above is a suggestion regarding the hearing of the Board of Health. Facts or circumstances
may arise during the public hearing which may warrant a modification/ change or denial of the
variance.
Questions that I might have:
• Two full baths for a one bedroom house?
• Can the designer of the house remove all partitions in the upstairs between the “”Study” and
the “Sitting Room”? I realize that these are wide openings, but again I question whether
this area upstairs will be used as an additional bedroom since it has a full bath.
BOARD OF HEALTH ACTION: To approve the variances requested as presented with the
findings and requirements as stipulated by George Heufelder in his Health Agent Review.
Motion:
Motion:
Second:
Yea:
Nay:

Abstain:

Update on
COVID‐19 Efforts

Public Health Report
July 16, 2020
Accelerating Improvements in the Massachusetts Local Public Health System
Attached is information on another initiative of the Massachusetts Public Health Association. I
have signed it as a local health official, but it would be great to have the Board of Health’s
support as well. The letter outlines many of the problems with the public health system, but in
my opinion it does not adequately describe them all.
I would like to see the state adequately take on wastewater planning statewide and support
large scale sewer initiatives to protect public and environmental health. By leaving this at the
local level, the local public health workforce is tasked with managing this massive infrastructure
issue on a town by town basis when the workforce would be better suited to manage local
public health issues specific to each town.
I do appreciate that the letter and initiative seeks to encourage regionalization efforts as those
are very important in building a capable and nimble local public health workforce in the future.
Having 361 restaurant inspectional programs does not allow for local public health the time or
perspective to address systemic issues like the opioid epidemic.
Local Capacity
We are working with our interns to use data on calls for service for police and rescue to
understand whether this summer is different than past summers. This will help us understand
the capacity of these critical front‐line partners in responding to COVID‐19 related issues.
Updates on Testing
Outer Cape Health Services continues to have ample testing capacity for anyone exhibiting
symptoms of COVID‐19. The current CDC list of symptoms are:
 Fever or chills
 Cough
 Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
 Fatigue
 Muscle or body aches
 Headache
 New loss of taste or smell
 Sore throat
 Congestion or runny nose
 Nausea or vomiting
 Diarrhea

Anyone with these symptoms is encouraged to call Outer Cape Health Services COVID‐19 line
at 508‐905‐2888 to be screened. COVID‐19 testing for those with symptoms or close contacts of
those who test positive are medically necessary and covered by health insurance.
Those without symptoms or known exposures are able to pay out of pocket for testing at
Carewell Urgent Care, Patriot Square, 484 Rte. 134, South Dennis, MA 02660. The phone
number for CareWell is 800‐659‐5411.
The Health Department is working with the County Department of Health and Environment and
Senator Cyr on options for expanding testing opportunities in Provincetown. It is important to
note that the PCR testing available in the US is less accurate for individuals without symptoms.
The Provincetown Hospitality Employee COVID‐19 Testing Initiative
The Town of Provincetown, Outer Cape Health Services, and the Provincetown Business
Community have partnered to offer COVID‐19 testing to hospitality employees who work in
town, at no cost to the employees. On Wednesday, July 22, there will be a one‐day testing
initiative to test asymptomatic* Provincetown hospitality workers in the aftermath of early July
activities. The health and safety of hospitality employees are a top priority for the business
community and the town.
Wednesday July 22, 2020
1 – 6 pm
Outer Cape Health Services
49 Harry Kemp Way
Provincetown
Looking towards the Fall
We are working on many fronts with an eye for the long term of this pandemic. First, we’re
working on a campaign to encourage people to prepare on an individual level for the fall and
winter. We’re also working with our modeling group to understand the outlook for the fall and
winter and any interventions that may further protect our community. We’re also working with
our crisis communications consultant on how best to begin messaging about what is to come.
Finally, our work with our local public health, human service, and faith community partners
continues. We’re working on grant applications to build our local food resources and we’re
weighing the options for joint fundraising initiatives to best support the whole community,
particularly with an eye towards food justice and homelessness.

Accelerating Improvements in the Massachusetts Local Public Health System
The COVID‐19 pandemic has shown that the local public health system in Massachusetts is not adequately
structured, staffed, or financed to meet large scale public health challenges. This action plan will accelerate
improvements in the Massachusetts local health system, so that it is better prepared to meet future challenges.
This proposal is based on the consensus findings and recommendation of the Special Commission on Local and
Regional Health, including those now in statute as Chapter 72 of the Acts of 2020, An Act Relative to
Strengthening the Local and Regional Public Health System (also known as the State Action for Public Health
Excellence, or SAPHE, Act), signed by Governor Baker on April 29, 2020.

Local Public Health During COVID‐19
Massachusetts local health departments have been on the front lines of our state’s response to the COVID‐19
crisis, leading critical response efforts including:
●
●
●

investigating suspected cases, making testing recommendations, tracing contacts, and recommending
and enforcing quarantine and isolation;
enforcing essential business orders & re‐opening guidance and providing input to businesses on safe
operating procedures; and
coordinating with town officials, first responders, businesses and residents, and serving as a
communications hub between local residents and state officials.

The Problem
The challenges our decentralized structure of 351 separate boards of health/local health departments face lead
to inequities in public health protections across municipalities, but they also put the entire state at risk. Because
viruses do not respect municipal borders, the extreme variability of protections provided across municipal
health departments increases danger and harm to all communities. Examples of challenges include:
●

●

●

●

●

Lack of Funding and Staff: Because the state does not provide any categorical funding, local health
departments compete with many other important local needs for scarce municipal funds. There are no
minimum staffing requirements or mandatory training or credentials for local health officials, which
contributes further to wide variability across municipalities.
Lack of Access to Public Health Nursing: Many municipalities have no Public Health Nurse on staff,
leaving them unprepared to conduct the core local public health nursing response functions for COVID‐
19, including contact tracing.
Inconsistent Use of Massachusetts Virtual Epidemiologic Network (MAVEN): Prior to the pandemic,
too many municipalities did not regularly use MAVEN, the state’s mandatory communicable disease
surveillance program, used for case investigation, surveillance and contact tracing. In these towns,
communicable diseases like COVID‐19, measles, and Hepatitis A can spread unchecked, putting the
larger community at risk.
Inconsistent Enforcement: With hundreds of local health agents and board of health members
interpreting business guidance and other state orders, interpretation and enforcement is not consistent
across municipalities, leading to variable protections and uneven playing fields for businesses.
Incomplete and Inconsistent Data Collection and Reporting: Health departments are responsible for a
tremendous amount of data collection and reporting, which form the basis of sound decision making at
the state and local level. However, there are neither incentives nor penalties from DPH for reporting
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●

data or failure to report data, and much of the data that is reported is never tracked or reported by DPH.
As a result, data on local public health activities and outcomes is incomplete and inconsistent.
Unaddressed Health Inequities: Data suggest that Black and Latinx residents have contracted COVID‐19
at a significantly higher rate than White residents. A system that relies solely on municipal funding for
health departments too often results in weaker protections in housing, food, and water safety for
residents of lower income communities and communities of color, putting their health at higher risk.

Proposal to Transform the Massachusetts Local Public Health System
Now is the time to move rapidly to transform our local public health system to adequately protect public health
and safety during the remainder of the COVID‐19 crisis and for future threats to public health. The goals for a
stronger system have already been outlined in the consensus recommendations of the Special Commission on
Local and Regional Health. In order to accelerate progress toward these goals, the state should move quickly to:
1. Adopt Universal Minimum Public Health Standards. The state should adopt a minimum set of
public health standards, based on the Special Commission recommendations, to ensure that every
resident benefits from a core set of public health protections. The need for this has never been
more clear: no community is safe when some municipalities lack sufficient capabilities to control the
spread of COVID‐19 or other diseases. System improvements must be designed to improve equity
for residents with low incomes and people of color that have been disproportionately impacted by
COVID‐19 and many other health conditions. Achieving these goals will require:
o

o

Expanding Services through Cross‐Jurisdictional Sharing: While some municipalities
may be able to meet new standards independently, many will need to increase cross‐
jurisdictional sharing to effectively and efficiently improve the quality of services.
Municipalities should retain the ability choose for themselves whether to adopt such
arrangements, and if so, with which surrounding communities.
Ensuring a Qualified Workforce: All residents should be served by full‐time, salaried,
credentialed health agents and public health nurses. Minimum standards should include
staffing and credentialing requirements consistent with the Special Commission
recommendations and the SAPHE Act.

2. Establish Sustainable State Funding. To support these improvements, the state must establish
direct funding for local public health to supplement ongoing local funding. Funding to local health
departments should be allocated using a formula that includes population, total permit numbers,
and sociodemographic data. This will account for variations among municipalities, such as
communities with small populations but high tourism, municipalities with high levels of rental or
substandard housing, and municipalities with large numbers of residents not on municipal water
and sewer. This will also increase equity by investing in the local public health protections as a social
determinant of health ‐ that is, providing more funding to communities with residents who
traditionally bear an inequitable burden of ill health and have less access to housing, wealth,
education, and social capital. The funding formula should also incentivize sharing of services across
municipalities, a system that is proven to lead to better public health outcomes in Massachusetts.
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Old Business

Any Other Business

I believe this motion needs to be ratified by BOH, so please add under any other business.
‐‐‐
Begin forwarded message:
From: Elizabeth Paine
Date: July 13, 2020 at 11:12:14 PM EDT
To: David Abramson,Stephen Katsurinis >
Cc: David Gardner, Morgan Clark
Subject: Mask motion
Move that the Select Board vote to revise the Mask Policy to: Individuals are required to wear a mask or
other cloth face covering over the nose and mouth when along the public way from Bang Street to
Pleasant Street and include the Town’s Commercial Center Zoning District 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The Eastside Commercial Fishing Docks of McMillian pier would be excluded. This order does not apply
to children under the age of 2 or any person who is unable to wear a mask or face covering due to a
medical condition or is otherwise exempted by the Department of Public Health guidance. Persons not
able to wear a mask due to a medical condition are not required to produce documentation of the
condition. This Order is intended to supplement the requirements of the Governor’s mask order, which
continues to remain in place throughout the Town.

Respectfully,

Elizabeth Paine
Secretary to the Select Board

Approval of Minutes

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
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Town of Provincetown
May 14, 2020

PUBLIC MEETING
NOTE: THIS IS A REMOTE PARTICIPATION MEETING
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law,
G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s March 23, 2020 Order imposing strict limitation on the number of people
that may gather in one place, and Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, this meeting of the Provincetown Board of
Health will be conducted via remote participation to the greatest extent possible. Specific information and the
general guidelines for remote participation by members of the public and/or parties with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting can be found on the Provincetown website, at https://www.provincetown-ma.gov/.
For this meeting, members of the public who wish to watch/listen and participate in the meeting may do so in
the following manner:
1. Watch on The Community Channel 99 and PTV GOV Channel 18, as well as an online livestream of
PTV GOV at http://www.provincetowntv.org/watch.html
2. To participate in this meeting, dial (833) 579-7589. When prompted, enter the following conference
number: 187 640 067#. Please do not speak until the chair or the meeting moderator asks for public
comments or questions. If possible, please mute your phone until you are called upon to speak.
No in-person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made to ensure
that the public can adequately access the proceedings in real time, via technological means. In the event that we
are unable to do so, despite best efforts, we will post on the Provincetown website an audio or video recording
or other comprehensive record of proceedings as soon as possible after the meeting.

Board Members Present: Steve Katsurinis, Chair; Dr. Susan Troyan, Vice Chair: Dr. Janet
Whelan; Dr. Elise Cozzi; Kalliope Chute; Irv Morgan and Chris Hartley, Alternates
Board Members Absent: None
Other attendees: Morgan Clark, Health Director; Lezli Rowell, Health Agent and Moderator
Call to Order: Mr. Katsurinis called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.
Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call of members present for quorum.
Steven Katsurinis, Present
Susan Troyan, Present
Janet Whelan, Present
Elise Cozzi, Present
Board of Health
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Kalliope Chute, Present
Chris Hartley, Present
Irv Morgan, Present
Ms. Rowell reads the preliminary information for the remote participation meeting process.
I.

Public Comments
No public comments.

II.

Public Hearings (Votes may be taken on any item)
a. Tobacco violations: 227 Commercial Street, d/b/a Essentials 2
Discussion: Ms. Clark gives a staff recommendation to not fine these violations due to the economic
downfall that we are in. Ms. Rowell speaks on both violations simultaneously (locations at 227
Commercial Street and 212 Bradford Street) and provides the history on each. Bob Collett of the
Cape Cod Regional Tobacco Control Program found an age violation at E2 upon an inspection on
January 17, 2020. Ms. Rowell explains the purpose of the program is to ensure compliance with state
and local regulations and are conducted under a state grant that is administered by the Barnstable
County Department of Health and Environment. She notes that the compliant checks are to see if the
retailers ask for ID prior to making sales. She notes that the minimum legal sales age for tobacco in
Provincetown is 21 and the expectation for ID checks is for anyone that appears to be under the age
of 27. Ms. Clark clarifies this is a first offense for each location. Ms. Chute questions if they choose
a verbal warning, will it be tracked in their file? Ms. Rowell confirms that it will because she holds a
tracking record for violations and adds it will go into the general licensing file as well. Dr. Whelan
wonders if a warning is considered a first offense and Ms. Rowell confirms it is when tracking it.
Claudia Gervasi, owner of the East End Market at 212 Bradford St questions the violation where it
says the purchaser did not ask nor was given a receipt and wonders if it would go on record since
they don’t have any proof of purchase. Ms. Clark reiterates that it was a sworn in government
official that filled out the report and recommends not going down that track.
Laura Lenza, owner of E2 at 227 Commercial St says this (offense) they don’t take lightly and says
she went over the We Card program with her staff so this doesn’t happen again. She says that she
takes this very seriously and never wants to sell to a minor or to someone without carding. She
appreciates that the board is considering the current economic situation.
Motion: Dispose of the violation with verbal warning, in consideration of widespread economic
difficulties due to COVID-19.
Motion: Ms. Chute

Seconded: Dr. Whelan

Discussion: Ms. Chute wants to let the owners know to follow up with the board with what their
path is moving forward to address this within their business. Mr. Katsurinis says he views all the
licensees as partners and appreciates the cooperation to discuss this. Dr. Cozzi questions if the other
stores that sell tobacco will be notified that there have been violations in the town. Ms. Rowell says
they can follow up with an outreach stating that there are many agencies doing compliant sweeps
from time to time.
Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call:
Board of Health
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Steven Katsurinis, Aye
Susan Troyan, Aye
Janet Whelan- Aye
Elise Cozzi, Aye
Kalliopi Chute, Aye
Christopher Hartley, Aye
Irv Morgan, Aye
Vote carries unanimously.
b. Tobacco violations: 212 Bradford Street, d/b/a East End Market
Motion: Dispose of the violation with verbal warning, in consideration of widespread economic
difficulties due to COVID-19.
Motion: Ms. Chute

Seconded: Dr. Troyan

Discussion: Hearing no discussion, Mr. Katsurinis moves on to a vote.
Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call:
Steven Katurinis, Aye
Susan Troyan, Aye
Janet Whelan, Aye
Elise Cozzi, Aye
Kalliopi Chute, Aye
Christopher Hartley, Aye
Irv Morgan, Aye
Vote carries unanimously.
III. New Business
a. Update on Provincetown Recovery Coalition efforts
Discussion: Mr. Katsurinis prefaces that himself, Ms. Clark, and Dr. Troyan have been very much
involved in the coalition and establishing guidance for the Town in terms of re-opening.
Ms. Clark provides an overview on how the Town Managers Provincetown Coalition is set up. She
says it is made up of staff, representatives from the business community, public safety, social
services, and public health all represented and they report to the Town Manager weekly. Ms. Clark
serves on two committees, public health sub group and social services working group. The social
services did a community survey that closed this past Monday. She adds that her public health
interns are still running the analysis from the survey but hopes by next week they will have
information to share with the coalition and the board of health. She says they will release an
executive summary to the public on what they have learned from the survey, which she believes it is
the most successful survey in Provincetown history. She explains the purpose of the survey was to
help understand the general public’s appetite for reopening, their fears, how people are doing and
feeling, and what their needs are. She points out that they received 35 referrals that the community
Board of Health
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support liaison has already reached out too to connect them with social services. Ms. Clark explains
the way the social services working group works and what their discussions include. She mentions
the social services group representatives that she works with to report to the Recovery Coalition are
Dan Gates, CEO of Aids Support Group and Gwyenne Guzzeau, Executive Director from Helping
Our Women (HOW). She says it is a great group that is devoted to make life in Provincetown as safe
and healthy as possible.
i. Public health working group
Ms. Clark summarizes the public health working group. She says they meet regularly and lists most
of the members such as Dr. Susan Troyan, BOH; Dr. Janet Whelan, BOH; Dr. Jorgensen of OCHS;
Randy Cell, public health researcher; Dr. Sadie Hutchings, local veterinarian; Dr. Steve Ridini, CEO
of Health Resources In Action (HRiA); and the executive director of Seashore Point.
1. Modeling
Mr. Katsurinis leads a group for developing modeling and explains that process. He says the first
thing they tried to do was start building a population model because to model what the seasons
would look like depends on how many people are in Provincetown. He references Elisabeth Verde,
Executive Assistant to the Town Manager who helped corral information, such as the number of
parking spaces, passengers on the ferry and cape air, etc. to help determine how many people are actually here. He explains their prevention efforts in order to keep people safe this year. Ultimately,
Mr. Katsurinis states that the goal is to create something that predicts based on the number of people
in town, what are the number of infections the town expects to see. He notes the brittleness isn’t at
the Cape Cod Hospital level or Outer Cape Services, it’s the ability of the Health Department to
manage people who need services and care at a time when the town has a lot of people in it. Mr.
Katsurinis talks about the co-occurring issues in town, which are mental illness and the basic care for
the elderly population.
Ms. Chute has questions about the population model and the rescue squad. She wants to know where
the numbers come from, specifically for the National Seashore and transportation. He explains the
transportation numbers and the importance on how it moves in and out and around the community.
The Seashore numbers are harder to determine what to do with because it is easy to double count.
Ms. Chute wonders about the limited amount of health care available and if the summer stand-by has
increased at all. She is concerned about limited staffing and hoping they have scrutinized their internal operations for employee resiliency. Ms. Clark responds to Ms. Chute’s concerns and explains another weekly group she runs, which is the Front Line Group. This group includes the heads of the
EMS Department, Local rescue squad, Lower Cape Ambulance, Chief of police, Chief of Fire, Medical Director of Outer Cape Health, Director of Seashore Point, and the Emergency Manager Coordinator. The goal of that meeting is to have these conversations and to understand what the tipping and
breaking points are. She emphasizes they are doing extensive planning.
2.

General government services under COVID-19

Ms. Clark begins her presentation by saying there are currently 0 active cases in Provincetown but
there has been 27. She thanks everyone because what everyone is doing is working to keep the community safe. She explains the majority of the active cases were from events that were held in March
and a few were work related. She relays that there is hope and the trend is that if people get sick in
Provincetown, they do get better. Ms. Clark emphasizes their goal is to reduce the spread of COVID19. She says they will monitor indicators of stress to the local infrastructure to make data-informed
decision about the next steps. She explains the dashboard that they are creating, which includes
Board of Health
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tracking the number of active cases, the percentage of Town essential personnel that are sick/quarantined, the testing capacity, and the number of ambulances out of service. She also adds they track the
number of health center clinicians that are sick/quarantined, the capacity at the local hospitals,
statewide intensive care capacity, and confirmed cases Cape-wide. She says they will be tracking
these variables on a weekly basis.
She notes that when the Governor lifts his order, the town will gradually re-open using guidance
from the MA Department of Public Health. She says they will make decisions that fit our local circumstances and put safety first. She emphasizes that the town’s health is important and in order to
protect the community, she says they will open Provincetown carefully and thoughtfully.
She lists the more specific activities to Provincetown that are not safe under COVID-19 conditions.
Mr. Katsurinis adds that this is a base line and meant for people to plan around. He says that if there
is a business that sees a way to work around these areas, they are welcome to come to the board and
work on it as a case-by-case basis. Ms. Clark says this is for the local businesses so they are able to
plan and prepare.
Activities that cannot occur safely:









Indoor Entertainment; Cabarets, Performances, etc.
Large Attractions
Shared Bathrooms (except for groups who sheltered together)
Food buffet or drink self-service (including coffe)
Licensed outdoor smoking areas of restaurants and bars
Cruise ships/ bus tours
Public or Semi-Public showers, saunas, or steam rooms
Street performers/ busking

Ms. Clark talks about the activities that they are waiting for guidelines from the state for safe operations.








Restaurant table service (take-out/delivery currently allowed)
Bars/nightclubs
Public pools/hot tubs
Hair salons, massage, body art
Gyms/ yoga studios
Childcare/recreational camps
Lodging establishments

Ms. Clark opens it up for questions and comments from board.
No comments.
Mr. Katsurinis opens it up to the public for questions and comments.
No comments.
Mr. Katsurinis thanks Ms. Clark and especially for trying to get ahead of the curve. He talks about
the road ahead in terms of Board meetings in reference to the Governor’s order. He says there will
be a joint meeting with the Board of Health and the Select Board on the 26th of May, at which point
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there will be draft order to discuss and implement. He states the purpose for the joint orders are to be
in sync with each other. By working together, it ensures a coherent plan and helps with the visitors in
town to comply with those orders. He assures the members that there will be plenty of time to review
the material before they are asked to vote on them.
Mr. Katsurinis asks the boards for any questions and comments.
Mr. Hartley questions if the town is considering to take a more stricter precaution than what the
Governor announces. Mr. Katsurinis explains it is the determination of the Select Board and the
Board of Health of where they would like to end up. If the governor’s orders are sufficient and cover
all of Provincetown’s unique situations, he goes on to say he would like not to have to do anything
and that would be their hope. However, the order does not exactly fit Provincetown and there are
concerns and especially in specific areas.
ii. Discussion: Future guidance for licensees and enforcement
Ms. Clark elaborates there was a problem with a licensee which resulted in quarantining an entire
guesthouse because they decided not to listen. She asks the board to keep this on their radar and to
be prepared for enforcements. She would like the enforcements to be quick, immediate, and potentially revoke licenses.
Ms. Clark asks for the boards thoughts.
Mr. Katsurinis agrees and says the Board of Health’s approach has always been to educate first but
there are times where you need to take regulatory action.
Dr. Troyan agrees.
Ms. Chute concurs with the statements and thinks it should be expressed by the board that they do
not support any defiant behavior and it is intolerable.
Dr. Cozzi agrees and questions the enforcement agencies.
Mr.Katsurnins says the Board of Health is the primary enforcement agency with the Police Department for back up. He notes that the worst thing for a business who has violated regulations, is the
notoriety of the public. This is not a situation where most licensees are problematic or violating
rules. He emphasizes most licensees are cooperative and bend over backwards to comply and usually
the threat of enforcement is enough.
b. Refund requests
Discussion: Ms. Clark explains she has received some requests from licensees to issue refunds and
she would like to have a discussion with the board.
Mr. Hartley believes if a business owner pays for a license and then they are unable to use it due to
the governor’s order, then they should get a refund.
Ms. Chute wonders if they can get a recommendation from the finance committee or the Town
Treasurer to see what impact that may have on the town.
Ms. Clark clarifies that if a business owner purchases a license and decides not to use it, they will
issue a refund but the question is for the licensees that are asking for their money back due to the
economic circumstances.
Mr. Katsurinis says if the Governor doesn’t allow certain facilities to open, such as public hot tubs
then those refunds should be honored. He says the gray area is when businesses choose not to open.
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Mr. Hartley agrees and says if businesses are using their license then they absolutely should pay but
if the governor’s mandate does not allow them too, than that is different. He says he thinks it is a
case-by-case basis for the ones who choose not to open.
Mr. Morgan questions if the town can consider partial rebates for the months they are not open.
Mr. Katsurinis responds and thinks we need to come up with guidance from staff on this.
Ms. Clark confirms the fee schedule for licenses with the board and can see it going on a case-bycase basis. She says she would rather bring those refunds directly to the board than have staff handle
it.
Mr. Katsurinis thinks that sounds fair by sorting the requests. He asks the board how they feel on
and the clear denials/clear approvals and the gray area for action be handled by the board.
Dr. Cozzi agrees and questions instead of monetary refunds if they can credit the licenses for next
year.
Mr. Katsurinis asks Ms. Clark if she can check in with the Finance Department to see if they would
like to see refunds or credits that roll over to next year.
Ms. Clark concludes that staff will do some research and report back.
c. ACOs
None
III. Old Business
None
IV. Any Other Business That Shall Properly Come Before the Board
No other business.
V. Approval of Minutes
Motion: Move to approve the minutes of April 16th, 2020.
Motion: Dr. Whelan

Seconded: Dr. Troyan

Ms. Clark conducts a role call:
Steve Katsurinis, Aye
Susan Troyan, Aye
Janet Whelan, Aye
Elise Cozzi, Aye
Kalliope Chute, Aye
Christopher Hartley, Aye
Irv Morgan, Aye
Vote carries unanimously.
VI. Health Department Report
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Ms. Clark mentions that the Health Department is hosting two trainings for restaurants. The hope is
to at least provide guidance on safe take-out.
Ms. Rowell explains the virtual Health Department continues with routine business despite being
closed to the public. She says they are still available by phone, e-mail, and hard copy submissions
via drop box system. She mentions that plan review and pre-operational inspections are still going
forward. She summarizes the plan reviews that have gone through and the ones that are pending. Ms.
Rowell says the Health Department has issued an email newsletter to assist the business community
with “Take Out and Delivery” food service guidelines. She explains their outreach effort to get that
information out there and how it is received. She informs the board she has put together a letter of
support for the Center of Coastal Studies for the “Healthy Estuaries’ grant application. She explains
the agency is proposing a water quality monitoring project to include Provincetown Harbor, targeting alkalinity and pH to assess the impacts of coastal acidification.
VII. Board Members’ Statements
Mr. Katsurinis thanks the staff and Ms. Rowell for running the Health Department virtually, along
with the board members for the work they have done. He reminds the board if they have any questions or concerns that they are welcome to reach out to Ms. Clark, Ms. Rowell, or himself and he
will be in touch to schedule the following meeting.
Adjournment:
There being no further business, Mr. Katsurinis moved to adjourn the meeting at 05:25pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Amy White

Approved by ___________________________ on ____________________, 2020
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Health Department
Report

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657
Board of Health Meeting Date:

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487‐7020
Fax (508) 487‐7040
July 16, 2020

Health Department Report: Lezli Rowell
Health Department webpage for COVID‐19 Re‐Opening: The Health Agent has updated the webpage with
links to Phase 3 Information.
TO ACCESS THE RE‐OPENING MATERIALS:
•
Go to the Town of Provincetown website http://www.provincetown‐ma.gov/
•
Under Departments, select Health
•
Click COVID‐19 Re‐Opening from menu on left column
Licensees can also find links to the Mandatory Safety Standards for Workplaces, Compliance Attestation
poster, worker/employer posters and the various sector‐specific guidelines.
Plan Review and Pre‐Operational Inspections: The Health Agent has been working with licensees proposing
Limited Food menus to meet restaurant definition and operate under COVID Re‐Opening criteria, subject to
the following conditions, per joint Provincetown Board of Health and Licensing Board deliberation and
guidance:
Alcohol service shall be ancillary to the provision of food;
Licensee shall provide food and beverage table service throughout the time that the business is open;
The Licensee shall sell food from open to close;
Each table shall have food included in its order.
The Health Agent is also conducting plan review for a potential transfer new licensee.
Food Service Establishment inspections: Routine inspections ensure that establishments are meeting
warewashing sanitation and cold holding food code requirements and that operators are in compliance with
COVID‐19 Re‐Opening safety guidelines, sector‐specific checklists, self‐certification and posting
requirements. Approximately 50% of the first round of inspections have taken place despite the late start for
many with emergency orders.
Semi‐Public Pool inspections: The Health Agent has conducted opening inspections of 18 semi‐public pools,
meeting with Certified Pool Operators and/or staff and ensuring they are aware of the applicable COVID‐19
requirements for additional water chemistry testing frequency, bather load reduction and deck social
distancing requirements.

Health Department Report: Rex McKinsey, Marine Coordinator (MC)
Bathing Beach Water Quality testing: The seasonal program of weekly testing by the County started in mid‐
June running until Labor Day. Of the 17 test sites, we have only had Snail Road and West of Coast Guard Station
exceed standards once with the retest coming back below thresholds.
Arbovirus & Cape Cod Mosquito Control Project (CCMCP): The State has reported 2 positive samples of both
Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) and West Nile virus in mosquito samples. Positive samples were from
Middlesex and Franklin Counties. There have been no animal or human positive samples reported to date.
EEE is the more rare but serious infection. We may be in the second year of a 2‐3 year outbreak according to
Mass. DPH.
MC has met with CCMCP Superintendent Gabrielle Sakolsky and currently reviewing the MassDPH 2020
Arbovirus Surveillance and Response Plan.

